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horror or object of
close to something that cannot be
another just says push mechanisms, pull
erotic desire
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mechanisms
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sideways and stunted or it will not. time
which is rather more ambiguous
hands that can manipulate the
daisy chains thru
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plant lilac in this arterial grammar
strings, hands that can control
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its thought
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stable
everloving to get
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take from her my eyes
bodies, of giving birth and finding foundering of hard
my curse my horse
one fetus grew an inch pinned as it was to her interior
sucking at my own transfusion, sitting upright, gaining powers
things of chains thinking
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she explained away as love of something deeper
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our desire in the next world. we’ll
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the threshold
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listening to divine pop songs on divine
could be transmitted to other animals, light irritation of lilac breeze, parasites travel through time hiding in the
radios
air-conditioning vents born en caul hot luck a perfect killer
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This exhibition is essentially about a coping mechanism I used when I was around 4-5 years old that I developed after a traumatic childhood event. I had convinced myself at this point in my life that I was a horse.
I would go out to the field next to our house and run around the paddock and remember even seeing my body as a horses body, and feeling a sense of longing to spend time with other horses. I wanted to think
through how this idea of self care at such a young age has translated into my adult life, housed in the same body, cloaked with the same memories and feelings. I wanted to give this coping mechanism some care and
respect itself, to send it some love, to give it some airtime. I wanted to explore the kindness I showed myself at this age. These systems of self care that we develop before we have a deep understanding of the world
are complicated and complex. They are also hard to articulate. They’re vague because they were archived at the same time we were learning how to walk down stairs or screw a lid on a jar. I wanted to try and create
artwork that expressed the myriad of complicated feelings surrounding these memories. I have attempted to do this through this exhibition.

Here is a key to the room:
•

The walls are painted in a colour that is called ‘lilac lies’. This colour might be painted on the walls of 4-5 year olds bedroom.

•

The floor is covered in a thick black plastic that is puckered and ruffled. It’s a waterproofing plastic called builders film. It’s a feeling of care but also of suffocation. It’s a bit messy.

•

The chain block adorned with baby’s breath flowers (also sprayed lilac) is a mix of soft and hard elements. This is the site of trauma for me. The flowers sit like a wreath on that memory.

•

The drawings of hands all have extra fingers, they’re sticky and messy. They are reaching forward from that memory and drawing me back.

•

The video is another essay, maybe the more vague poetic version of this text. It’s essentially a video of me trying to get into the same head space I was in when I was pretending to be a horse and enacting this.
The sound is me making fake horse clip clop noises and me humming ‘Fields of Gold’ by the musician Sting.

•

On the other side of this page is a poem written in response to this exhibition by the very talented Madeleine Stack.

---

Canter is powered by Lūpa, a media player for art galleries. More information at lupaplayer.com.
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